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Learning objective: Infectious-disease testing algorithms
The multiple goals of quality, safety, efficiency, and timely results are
common to all clinical diagnostic testing in laboratories. Automation and
data-management solutions have enabled laboratories to move toward these
goals by standardizing processes, streamlining workflow, and reducing manual
tasks. Now, specialized software tools are taking a step further for infectiousdisease testing, where quality and safety demands are even more stringent
and regulatory compliance is paramount. At the University of Michigan Hospital,
specialized hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) and human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) antibody testing algorithms have helped our laboratory implement
lean and standardized processes that achieve quality, timely results; increase
throughput; minimize manual handling of patient samples; and ensure
regulatory compliance.
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SMART algorithms emulate and automate manual processes
In our laboratory, the Siemens ADVIA Centaur® Immunoassay systems are
connected to our ADVIA® LabCell® Automation Solution. The HBsAg and HIV
antibody testing algorithms are implemented in our Siemens CentraLink™
Data Management System to process these test orders with virtually no
technologist intervention. Using the algorithms, the CentraLink System
generates any necessary repeat test orders and selects the appropriate
interpretation for reporting.
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For example, the ADVIA Centaur®
HBsAg algorithm mimics the manual
process previously performed by the
technologist. In this manual process,
samples would be analyzed. The
technologist would pull samples that
test positive initially, so that the test
could be repeated on the next run,
either the next day or several days
later. Depending on the repeat results,
a reactive or nonreactive result would
then be reported.

ADVIA Centaur HBsAg Assay Algorithm
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Now, with the algorithm, the initial
test is performed as before. Then:
• If the Index Value is less than 1.0,
the result is autoverified and
reported as nonreactive.
• If the Index Value is greater than
50 (the predetermined “hot zone”),
the result is considered reactive
and is autoverified and reported.
Testing is complete within a few
hours of collection.
• If the Index Value is greater than
or equal to 1.0 but less than or
equal to 50, retesting in duplicate
will be ordered automatically. A
positive result with either or both
of the duplicate repeat tests will
trigger a confirmatory test.
In all cases, samples are processed and
tested automatically, and results are
autoverified and reported without
technologist intervention.
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Similarly, the ADVIA Centaur® HIV 1/0/2
Enhanced assay algorithm mimics
the manual process previously
performed by the technologist using
a nonautomated batch instrument.
Following initial analysis, the
technologist would manually pull
any reactive/positive samples to
repeat analysis on the next run. The
technologist would review the repeat
analysis results for each sample and
determine whether it was nonreactive
or reactive. Patient results would then
be manually reported and verified
for each sample.
Using the algorithm, a standardized,
automated process replaces manual
processing, result determination, and
reporting of results. As in the manual
process, the quality-control (QC)
brackets must pass for the algorithm
to function. The second QC closing
bracket opens the third QC bracket.
• If the Index Value is less than
1.0, the result is considered
nonreactive. The result is
reported and autoverified.
• If the Index Value is greater than
or equal to 1.0, the algorithm
automatically sends the sample,
at the user’s request, back for
recentrifugation and repeat
analysis in duplicate.
• If both repeat Index Values are
less than 1.0, the sample result is
considered nonreactive or negative,
and that result is autovalidated.
• If one or both of the repeat index
values are greater than or equal
to 1.0, the result is considered
reactive and sent to the supplemental
testing tray. In our case, the reactive
result is autovalidated. The sample
is retrieved from the designated
tray by the technologist.

ADVIA Centaur HIV 1/0/2 Enhanced Assay Algorithm
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Getting started
with automated
result interpretation
Automated result interpretation using
specially designed algorithms can
streamline workflow in infectiousdisease testing by eliminating manual
sample handling so there is no waiting
for technologist intervention and
less handling of infectious-disease
samples. The turnaround time has
improved substantially. The algorithms
also ensure that all HBsAg and HIV
samples and their results are handled
in the same manner. This makes
autoverification possible and safe.
Importantly, the CentraLink system
tracks each sample as it goes through
the various steps from initial testing
to repeats and confirmation, so each
result is readily traceable.
In our experience, the process
for getting started is relatively
straightforward. Siemens developed
the algorithms. As with any new test
or process, validation and comparative
studies are necessary to make sure
we are able to match our
previous methods.

Timely, standardized testing. In this example, a reactive HBsAg result below the hot zone
threshold is repeated in duplicate. A confirmatory test is scheduled automatically when both
repeats test reactive.

Nonreactive for HIV antibodies. When the initial Index Value is less than 1.0, the result is
considered nonreactive or negative and autovalidated.

Reactive for HIV antibodies. Supplemental testing will be ordered.

Sue Stern, MS, MLS (ASCP), is Administrative Healthcare Manager,
Chemical Pathology Laboratory at the University of Michigan Hospital.
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